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Include only full-time, first-time bachelor's-seeking students in this cohort.

Determine the full-time cohort using Fall 2022 status (e.g., if a student was full-time in Fall 2022, report them in the full-time cohort regardless of their Fall 2023 status).

If there are no students to report in the cohort, enter zero. Do not leave the field blank.

Report in the exclusions box (line E2a) the number of students from the cohort who left the institution for any of the following reasons: died or were totally and permanently disabled; to serve in the

armed forces (including those called to active duty); to serve with a foreign aid service of the Federal Government (e.g., Peace Corps); or to serve on official church missions.

Report in the inclusion box (line E2b) first-time bachelor’s-seeking study abroad students who were excluded from the first-time cohort (line E1) but who have re-enrolled at the institution their second

year.



Include only part-time, first-time bachelor's-seeking students in this cohort.

Determine part-time using Fall 2022 attendance status (e.g., if a student was part-time in Fall 2022, report them in the part-time cohort regardless of their Fall 2023 status).

If there are no students to report in the cohort, enter zero. Do not leave the field blank.

Report in the exclusions box (line E7a) the number of students from the cohort who left the institution for any of the following reasons: died or were totally and permanently disabled; to serve in the

armed forces (including those called to active duty); to serve with a foreign aid service of the Federal Government (e.g., Peace Corps); or to serve on official church missions.

Report in the inclusion box (line E7b) first-time bachelor’s-seeking study abroad students who were excluded from the first-time cohort (line E6) but who have re-enrolled at the institution their second

year.












